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Dear Brian, 

Here is a lint of the available books and an order form. 

suggest that although it 	nuch reading, you beagin Ath the earliest of the 
books you get and read them in order of appearance. I think it will mean nor, to you 
this wails 

Avpiaong the paranoid is not easy, especially when promoting it ytilde a nice 
return for tivee ripoff artists doing it extensively on the campuses. 

This has become so much of a problem I. have returned to seeaking for me 
what little one u'an can do to undo the harmi 

The problem in more serious because the average person who beglas with faith 
has no reason or basis in fact for questioning, especially when accompanied by 
pictures that are said to mean what they do not and too often to show what they 
do not. 

Rope your class is meaning1-7u1 for you. 

And that you can distinguish bet,men the real and the unreal. 

Best, 
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